APPLICATIONS OF GREENZONE®

- SERVICE PENETRATION APPLICATIONS
- EXPANSION & CONTRACTION JOINT APPLICATIONS
- CONCRETE INFILL SLAB JOINTS

50 YEAR, TWO-MILLION DOLLAR WARRANTY*
*TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY. SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS
1 PRODUCT, 3 FUNCTIONS!

- One product, multiple purposes (an expansion joint foam which acts as a termite and insect barrier)
- Cost effective
- Beneficial for multi-unit sites where the build progress may vary
- Reduces the need for chemical sprays onsite
- Can be installed before formwork, minimising disruptions to concrete trades

WHY BUILDERS LOVE GREENZONE®

- One product, multiple purposes (an expansion joint foam which acts as a termite and insect barrier)
- Cost effective
- Beneficial for multi-unit sites where the build progress may vary
- Reduces the need for chemical sprays onsite
- Can be installed before formwork, minimising disruptions to concrete trades

WHY PEST CONTROLLERS LOVE GREENZONE®

- Quick and simple to install
- One product fits all – no need to order or carry different size products on site
- No clips, clamps, nails or ties required
- Self adhesive (to PVC, Concrete, Brick, Metal)
- No need to remove or cut off caps on plumbing pipes
- Great for multi-unit sites – no need for second visits thanks to installation flexibility
- Reduces the need for chemical sprays onsite

BECOME AN ACCREDITED INSTALLER ONLINE TODAY

Simply visit WWW.GREENZONEBARRIER.COM to sign up and receive your accreditation in 4 simple steps.

VISIT WWW.GREENZONEBARRIER.COM.AU